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CONTINUOUS  FUNCTIONS  INDUCED
BY  SHAPE  MORPHISMS1

JAMES  KEESLING

Abstract. Let C denote the category of compact Hausdorff

spaces and continuous maps and H:C-*HC the homotopy

functor to the homotopy category. Let S : C-<-SC denote the functor

of shape in the sense of Holsztyñski for the projection functor //.

Every continuous mapping / between spaces gives rise to a shape

morphism S(f) in SC, but not every shape morphism is in the image

of S. In this paper it is shown that if X is a continuum with xe X

and A is a compact connected abelian topological group, then if F

is a shape morphism from X to A, then there is a continuous map

f:X—A such that/(x)=0 and S(f)=F. It is also shown that if

f,g:X—*A are continuous whhf(x)=g(x)=0 and S(f)=S(g), then

fandg are homotopic. These results are then used to show that there

are shape classes of continua containing no locally connected

continua and no arcwise connected continua. Some other appli-

cations to shape theory are given also.

Introduction. Let C denote the category of compact Hausdorff spaces

and continuous maps and //:C—k//C the homotopy functor to the homo-

topy category. Let S.C^-SC denote the functor of shape in the sense of

Holsztynski for the projection functor H [5]. Let X and Y be compact

Hausdorff spaces. In [6] it is shown that if X and Y are associated with

ANR-systems X and Y, respectively, then there is one to one correspon-

dence between Morsc(Ar, Y) and the homotopy classes of maps of ANR-

systems used in the approach of Mardesic and Segal [7]. Thus, our results

in this paper will apply to either approach to shape.

In the first part of the paper we show that if AT is a continuum with

xeX and A is a compact connected abelian topological group, then if

Te Motsc(X, A), then there is a continuous/:X-*A with S(f) = F and

with/(x)=0. It is also shown that if A'and A are as above and/, g:X^-A

are continuous with f(x)=g(x)=0 and with Sif)=Sig), then / and g

are homotopic. These results are clearly related to the results in [6].
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In the second part of the paper we give applications of these results.

It is shown that if A is a compact connected abelian topological group,

then if A is not locally connected, and if X shape dominates A, then X

is not locally connected. It is also shown that if F e Morsc(C7, A) where

G is a compact connected topological group, then there is a unique

continuous homomorphism/:G—*A with S(f)=F.

Notation. We assume the notation and results of [6]. As in that paper

it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the approach of Holsztyñski

to shape theory [5] and the approach of Mardesic and Segal [7]. A knowl-

edge of topological groups is assumed. Pontrjagin [8] is a good reference.

We will use the fact shown in [1] that if G is a Tx topological group and

L is a subgroup of G which is a compact Lie group, then the quotient

map p:G^-G¡L is a fibration. Now/7 can be thought of as the composition

of two maps, />0:G-*t7/L0, where L0 is the component of the identity

e in L, and pi:GIL0-*G¡L. The map p0 is monotone and /?, is a covering

map which is finite-to-one.

The cardinals are thought of as a subset of the ordinals as initial ordinals

in the usual way. Infinite cardinals are denoted by wx where a is an ordinal

and coa is the ath infinite cardinal. Thus, <oB is the first infinite cardinal,

coy is the first uncountable cardinal, and so on. If X is a topological space,

then the weight of X, w(X), is the minimum cardinality of a basis for X.

1. Induced mappings. Our main theorems are proved in this section.

Basically we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between

Morsc(X,A) and {H(f):feMorc(X, A) and /(*)=0}c= MorHe(X, A)
where A' is a continuum with x e X and A is a compact connected abelian

topological group. More precisely, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 taken together

imply that if F.HC^SC is the functor such that S=Fo H, then for

f,geMorciX,A), then S(f) = S(g) if and only if H(L_f(x)of) =

H(L_a{x) o g) where Ln:A^-A is left translation by a e A.

1.1. Theorem. Let F be a morphism in SC from X to A where X is a

continuum with x e X and A is a compact connected abelian topological

group. Then there is a continuous function f:X-*A with f(x) — 0 and with

S(f)=F.

1.2. Theorem. Suppose that X and A are as in Theorem 1.1. Then if

f,g:X—>-A are continuous with f(x)=g(x)=0, then S(f) = S(g) implies

H(f)^Hig).

The key to the proofs of these theorems is Theorem 68 of [8, p. 326]

which we state before beginning the proofs of the above theorems.
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1.3. Definition. Let @={GX; nxß; a.-—ß<y} be an inverse system of

compact topological groups with trXß{Gß) = Gx continuous homomorphisms.

Assume that the indexing set is the ordinals [0, y) with the usual ordering.

Then 'S is a Lie series provided that (1) C70 is a Lie group; (2) ker7raa(+j

is a Lie group for all x<y; and (3) for every limit ordinal ß<y,

fWnker 7r„„ = {c?} in Gß.

1.4. Theorem. [8, Theorem 68, p. 326]. Suppose that G is a compact

topological group with w{G) = cuy. Then there is a Lie series {Gx,trxß;

cc^ß<o)y} having G as inverse limit.

Observe that if w(G)>co0, then »(C.XwfC) for all a.<coy in the Lie

series. It will be convenient to prove Theorem 1.2 first and then prove

Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Clearly Theorem 1.2 is true if A is a torus,

since A is then an ANR and any two functions having the same shape are

homotopic. Now suppose that w{A) = coy and let {Ax; trxß; a—ß<coy} be

a Lie series having A as inverse limit. Of course, all Axs are abelian in

this case since A is abelian. Note that for all ac<coy, Sitrx of) = Sivx o g)

and tTj, ofix) = TrII ogix)=0 in Ax where irx:A^>-Ax are the projection

maps making A the inverse limit of the Lie series. Now 7r0 °/and 7r0 o g

are homotopic by the above remark. Letyo:Xx/—-A0 be a homotopy with

J0\Xx{0} = tr0of and J0\Xx{l}=tr0 °g such that JQi{x}xI)=0 e A0.

Suppose now that for 0<ß<c»y we have homotopies Jx:XxI^-Ax de-

fined for all x<ß such that (1) Jx\Xx{0} = irx o/and Ja\Xx{l} = traog;

(2) such that Jx{{x}xl)=0 e Ax; and (3) such that for all a.fkb<ß,

Jx=trxi °J6. Then if ß is a limit ordinal, then let Jß be the limit of the maps

Jx:XxI^>-Ax in the inverse system {Ax;irxi;oi.—o<ß}. Then {Jx:a = ß} has

properties (1), (2), and (3) above. If ß=x+l, then let ttxx+x=p °q

whereq:Ax+x-^-A' is a monotone homomorphism and p:A'—*AX is a finite-

to-one covering map so that p °q is the monotone-light factorization of

^a «+i- Note that the kernel of q is a torus in Ax+X.

Claim. Let B be a subgroup of A with A a compact connected abelian

topological group and B a torus. Then A^Bx A/B.

Proof of Claim. Let e:B->-A denote the imbedding of B as a sub-

group. Then e*:char /I—»-char B is onto. Now char/?=Z" is free. Thus

char A^Zn x kere*. Thus A^Bx C where C= char ker e*. Clearly C^A/B.

The claim allows us to view Ax+X as A'xkerq. Since p is a covering

map, there is a unique lifting of/, to J':XxI-*A' such that J'i{x}xl)=

0 e/l'and./'|A'x{0}=c7°7r¡,+1 o/and/'|A'x{l}=c7 o 77„+1 °g. Let r : Ax+X-+

ker q be the projection map. Since ker q is a torus and S(r ° trx+x °f) =

S(r o ttx+x og) with r ° trxiX°fix)=r o ttx+x ogix)=0 e kerq, there  is   a
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homotopy J":XxI^~kerq such that J"\Xx{0}=r o -n-x+1 of and J"\Xx

{l}=r o TTx+y o g with J"i{x}xl)=0 e kerq. Then let Jx+1:XxI->~Ax+y be

defined by Jx+1(x, ?) = (/'(*, t), J"ix, t)) e A' x ker q—Aa+1. Then in this

case also {Jx:a^ß} has properties (1), (2), and (3) above. Proceeding

by transfinite induction we get a collection of maps {Jx:a.<coy} satisfy-

ing properties (1), (2), and (3). Then letting J-.XxI^-A be the limit

of {Jx:oc<.coy} J will be a homotopy from f to g and Theorem 1.2 is

proved.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof of Theorem 1.1 proceeds by

transfinite induction on wiA). If A is a torus, then clearly there is such a

continuous f:X^-A since A is an ANR. We can require/(x) = 0 by using

left multiplication in A. Suppose now that wiA)=co0. Then let A be the

inverse limit of a sequence of Lie groups {At; tr^, iSj<.co0}. Of course, the

A J s are tori in this case. By [1], each map 77, i+1 is a fibration. By the re-

marks above, Sitr) ° F=Sif) for some ft:X-*-At with/(x)=0 for each i

where ■ni:A->Ai are the projection maps making A the limit of {A(}.

Let      gy=fy.        NOW       S(gy) = S(ny)    O   F=S(7Ty2)  O  S(t72)   O   F= Sfry,   °/2).        By

Theorem 1.2, gy and 7712 o/2 are homotopic. Since 7r12 is a fibration the

map gy can be lifted to a map g2 such that g2 is homotopic to f2 with

g2ix)=0. By the same argument g2 can be lifted to a map g3:X—*A3

such that g3 is homotopic to/3 withga(x)=0. Proceeding by induction we

get a sequence of maps gi:X^>-Ai with g¿(x)=0 and with gi=trij °g¿ for

all i^j<oj0 with/ and g¡ homotopic. Thus S(g() = S(Tri) ° F. Letf:X->-A

be the limit of the maps {gj. Then S(f) = F by the continuity of the shape

functor [5]. Clearly f(x)=0.

Now suppose that w(A)=coy>co0 and assume that for all cox<.coy if

w(A) = cox, then the theorem is true for A. Then let {Ax; nxß; u.^ß<coy}

be a Lie series having A as inverse limit. Note that w(Ax)<coy for all

a<eor Thus there are maps fx:X—>AX with fx(x)=0 e Ax and S(fx) =

S(vx) o F for all a<cor Let g0=/o and suppose that ga has been defined

for all a.<ß<coy such that gx:X^-Ax is homotopic to/, with gx(x)=0 e Ax

and with gx=trxö ° g¡ for all oc^o<ß. Then if ß is a limit ordinal let

gß:X—>Aß be the limit of the maps {gx:<x.<ß}. Then gß(x)=0 and S(gß) =

S(irß) o F=S(fß) by the continuity of the shape functor. Thus by Theorem

1.2, fß and gß are homotopic. Now if ß=<x+l, then by [1], irxx+ï is a

fibration with gx homotopic to trxß ofß. Thus gx can be lifted to a map gß

homotopic to/, with ^(jc)=0. Thus proceeding by transfinite induction

we obtain a collection of maps {gx:o.<coy} with gx:X--Ax;gx(x)=0; and

S(gx) = S(Trx) o F. Letting/be the limit of these maps, we get that/(x)=0

and S(f) = F. Thus the theorem is true for w(A) = coy. Theorem 1.1 now

follows by transfinite induction on w(A).

It is not known if Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 would be true for A an
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arbitrary compact connected topological group. However, Theorem 1.1

can be shown for this case if wiA) = co0.

1.5. Theorem. Let X be a continuum and x e X. Let A be a compact

connected topological group with identity element e and with wiA)=co0.

Then, if F e MorsciX, A), there is a continuous map f:X-^-A with fx)=e

and with S{f)=F.

Proof. Let {Af, rri}; i^j<co0} be a sequence of Lie groups having A

as inverse limit with the projection maps being ir^.A-^-A^ For each i,

there is a continuous map f-.X—^Aj v/ith fx)=e e A{ such that 5(/) =

5(7T¿) ° F since each At is an ANR. Using the fact that ttj i+1 is a fibration

for each i and that / is homotopic to wt i+x °f+x for each /', construct

gf.X^-Ai with giix) = e e A{ with g¡ homotopic to/ and with gi=rrij o gf

for all i^j<co0. Then let/be the limit of the g/s. Then S(ff)=F by the

continuity of the shape functor.

2. Applications. In this section we apply Theorem 1.1 to obtain

several theorems and examples in shape theory.

2.1. Theorem. Let A be a compact connected abelian topological

group and X a continuum. Suppose that SiX) = SiA). Then there is a

continuous mapf:X—>~A such that fX)=A.

Proof. Suppose that SiX) — SiA). Then there are shape morphisms

F.X^A and G:A^-X such that To G=lA in SC. By Theorem 1.1 there

is a continuous map/A"—*A such that 5(/)=T. We will now show that

fX)=A. Suppose that /(A") ̂  A. Let e:f{X)->-A be the inclusion map.
Now A is a limit manifold [3, 2.12, p. 345]. Thus e*:H*(A)-»H*(f(X))
is not a monomorphism (the proof of Proposition 2.11 in [3, p. 344]).

But then f*:H*(A)^-H*(X) cannot be a monomorphism either. But then

G* oF* = G* °f*:H*(A)^>-H*(A) cannot be 1H.<¿>, a contradiction. Thus

fX)=A as asserted.

2.2. Corollary. Let A be a compact connected abelian topological

group. Let X be a continuum. If S(X) = S(A) and X is locally connected,

then A is locally connected. If S(X)—S(A) and X is arcwise connected,

then A is arcwise connected.

Actually Corollary 2.2 is true for any property 0 such that if X has

property 0* andf(X) = Y is a quotient map, then Y has property 0*.

2.3. Example. Let Sa be a solenoid which is not a circle. Then for

any continuum X with S{X) — S(La), X cannot be arcwise connected or

locally connected. Actually there must be at least 2°>0 arccomponents of
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X because of the map f(X) = 2Za. Borsuk  [0] proved that no (metric)

Peano continuum can shape dominate a solenoid.

2.4. Example. Let Z be the integers and let A = char Z">". It is known

that A is a locally connected connected abelian topological group which

is not arcwise connected. For a proof of this last fact see [2, 4.82, p. 194].

The space A is an example of a locally connected continuum such that

no arcwise connected continuum shape dominates A. In particular, no

arcwise connected continuum has the same shape as A. This was men-

tioned without proof in [6]. In [6] it was shown that A is movable since

it is locally connected.

2.5. Theorem. Let G be a compact connected topological group and A

a compact connected abelian topological group. Then if F e Mor8C(G, A),

then there is a unique continuous homomorphism f: G^-A such that S(f) = F.

Proof. Let Fe Morsc(G, A). Then by Theorem 1.1, there is a con-

tinuous g.G^-A such that gie)=0 with Sig) = F. By [9], g is homotopic

to a continuous homomorphism/: C7-»-/L Thus S(f) = F also. \f f :G-*-A

is a continuous homomorphism with S(f') = F, then/' and/are homotopic

by Theorem 1.2. But by [9],/'=/and Theorem 2.5 is proved.

Theorem 2.5 generalizes Theorem 1.2 in [6].
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